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Gravity Models I I I



Gravity models have been used widely to analyze the patterns of trade flows More recently the patterns of migration flows (the focus of this lecture) The traditional gravity model drew on analogy with Newton’s Law of Gravitation I



A mass of goods or labor or other factors of production supplied at origin i, Yi , is attracted to a mass of demand for goods or labor at destination j, Ej , but the potential flow is reduced by the distance between them, di,j .



Xij = I I



Yi Ej dit2



(1)



Ravenstein (1898) pioneered the use of Gravity for migration patterns in the 19th century Tinbergen (1962) was the first to use gravity to explain trade flows 2 / 35



Gravity Models in Trade Figure 1 : Gravity Models in Trade



Source: Head & Mayer (2015), Gravity Equations: Workhorse,Toolkit, and Cookbook, in Handbook of International Economics
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Gravity Models in Trade Figure 2 : Gravity Models in Trade



Source: Head & Mayer (2015), Gravity Equations: Workhorse,Toolkit, and Cookbook, in Handbook of International Economics
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Gravity Models in Trade Figure 3 : Gravity Models in Trade



Source: Head & Mayer (2015), Gravity Equations: Workhorse,Toolkit, and Cookbook, in Handbook of International Economics
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A brief History of Gravity in Trade



I



After Tinbergen (1962); gravity lay outside of the mainstream of trade research until 1995 I I



I



Critics: lack of theoretical foundation A first theory by Anderson (1979), but “too complex to be part of everyday toolkit” (Levinsohn 1995)



Admission (1995) I



I



Debate on the “missing trade” (Trefler 1995): HOV models predicts much higher trade in factor than is actually observed The role of distance and impediments to trade (trade costs)
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A brief History of Gravity in Trade



I



Multilateral resistance and fixed effects (2002-2004) I



I



I



I



Theoretical micro-foundations provided by Eaton and Kortum (2002) and Anderson and van Wincoop (2003) The role of multilateral resistance: the influence exerted by other destinations on bilateral flows Importer and exporter fixed effects could be used to capture the multilateral resistance terms



Convergence with the heterogeneous firms literature (2008) I



Chaney (2008), Helpman et al. (2008), Melitz and Ottaviano (2008) united works on heterogeneous firms with the determination of bilateral trade flows
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Gravity, Trade and Migration



I



Although the first use of Gravity was proposed to analyze migration (Ravenstein 1889), the literature on migration using gravity is much more recent



I



Rapid development of the dyadic (origin-destination) data in the 2000’s Similar trends than in trade (but 10 years later!)



I



I I I



Lack of theoretical foundations (2000s) Emergence of micro-founded theoretical models (2010s) Multilateral resistence (Bertoli and Fernandez-Huertas Moraga 2013)
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Source: Beine, Bertoli and Fernandez-Huertas Moraga (2015), “A Practitioners Guide to Gravity Models of International Migration”, The World Economy 9 / 35



Micro-Foundations I



Bilateral Migration Gross Flows mjkt = pjkt sjt



(2)



With sjt the stock of population residing in country j at time t, pjkt the actual share of individuals residing in j who move to k at time t I



The Random Utility Model (RUM) of migration: it describes the utility that individual i located in country j at time t − 1 derives from opting for country k belonging to the choice set D at time t. Uijkt = wjkt − cjkt + eijkt



(3)



where wjkt represents a deterministic component of utility (eg. wage), and cjkt the time-specific cost of moving from j to k and eijkt an individual-specific stochastic term. 10 / 35



I



The distributional assumptions on eijkt determine the expected probability that opting for country k represents the utility-maximizing choice of individual i



I



If we assume that eijkt follows an independent and identically distributed extreme value type 1 distribution (McFadden, 1974), then: e wjkt −cjkt (4) E (pjkt ) = ∑l ∈D e wjlt −cjlt



I



The expected growth migration flow from country j to country k is: E (mjkt ) =



e wjkt −cjkt sjt ∑l ∈D e wjlt −cjlt



(5)
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I



We can rewrite the previous equation (assuming that the deterministic component of utility does not vary with the origin j): ykt sjt (6) E (mjkt ) = φjkt Ωjt with ykt = e wkt , φjkt = e −cjkt and Ωjt = ∑l ∈D φjlt ylt



I The expected migration flow depends (in a multiplicative way) on: I I I



I



The ability sjt n the origin j to send out migrants the attractiveness of destination k the accessibility φjkt ≤ 1 of destination k for potential migrants from j and is inversely related to Ωjt which representes the exponential value of the expected utility of prospective migrants from the choice situation
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I



Note that I



I



I



∂Ωjt ∂φjlt



= ylt > 0



A reduction in the accessibility of an alternative destination l invariably leads to an increase in the expected bilateral migration flow from j to k The experiment about trade flows proposed by Krugman (1995) can be extended to migration flows: if we imagine moving two European Countries to Mars while keeping their attractiveness and bilateral accessibility unchanged, then the migration flows between the two countries would increase Multilateral resistence
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I



The ratio of migrants over the stayers is then (normalising φjjt to one): E (mjkt ) y = φjkt kt (7) E (mjjt yjt I



I



I



The ratio depends only on the attractiveness of destination k and the origin j and on the accessibility φjkt ; while both Ωjt and sjt cancel out This represents a manifestation of the well-known property of the independence from irrelevant alternatives that follows from the distributional assumptions a la McFadden (1974) on the stochastic term A variation in the attractiveness or in the accessibility of an alternative destination induces an identical proportional change in both E (mjkt ) and E (mjjt )
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I



Bringing to data requires adding a well-behaved error term η jkt with E (η jkt ) = 1 mj kt = φjkt



I



ykt sjt sjt η jkt Ωjt



(8)



This is the canonical reference in the migration literature. Two problems, however: I



I



The adequacy of the distributional assumption on the stochastic term The specification of the deterministic component of utility
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Distributional Assumptions on the stochastic component I



Assumption: the attractiveness of destination k varies neither across origin countries nor across individuals and the stochastic component of utility is iid I



I



I



I



‘the natural outcome of a well-specified model that capture all sources of correlation over alternatives into representative utility’ But, imagine for instance that destination countries differ with respect to the gender gap in wages: the assumption that the deterministic component of utility does not vary with gender is going to introduce a positive correlation in the stochastic component of utility for a woman across countries characterized by a similar gender gap in wages Individuals could be also heterogeneous with respect to the psychic cost of migration to any destination (Sjaastad, 1962) This would introduce a positive correlation in the stochastic component of utility across all countries but the origin (Ortega and Peri, 2013) 16 / 35



I



More general distributional assumptions would be needed to allow for a correlation in the stochastic component of utility across different alternatives in the choice set (Bertoli and Fernandes-Huertas Moraga 2013)



I



But it can be shown that the resistance term Ω no longer cancels out when we take the ratio between two different expected migration flows: 1/τ ykt E (mjkt ) Ωjjt = φ1/τ jkt E (mjjt ) yjt Ωjkt



(9)



With τ inversely related to the correlation in the stochastic component of utility across alternatives
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I



→ More general distributional assumptions, which are more consistent with the constraints imposed on the specification of the deterministic component of utility, no longer satisfy the independence from irrelevant alternatives property I



I I



An increase on the attractiveness of a destination that is perceived as a close substitute to k will reduce E (mjkt ) more than E (mjjt ) (Bertoli et al. 2013) thus inducing a decline in the bilateral migration rate Multilateral resistance term cannot be ignored It questions the tradition in the migration literature of estimating the determinants of bilateral migration rates as a function of the attractiveness of j and k only
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The Specification of the Deterministic Component of Utility I



The canonical RUM model of migration is silent about the time dimension of the location decision problem I



I



The inclusion of a time subscript t suggests that individuals make repeated location choices during the course of their life-times



We can rewrite the location specific utility in a way that explicitly reflects the sequential nature of the location decision problem: Uijkt = wkt + βVt +1 (k ) − cjkt + eijkt



I



(10)



We can use the former model only if we assume either that individuals take myopic decisions (β = 0) or that we live in a frictionless world with no migration cost, so that Vt +1 (k ) does not vary with k and there is no path dependence in migration decisions 19 / 35



Empirical Challenges



I



What is the origin of the migrant?



I



The empirical counterpart for the log odds



I



Multilateral resistance to Migration



I



Estimates and Structural Parameters of the RUM Model



I



Estimation in Logs or in Levels



I



Presence of Zeros in the Data



I



Omitted Variables and Instrumentation
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What is the origin of the migrant? I I



An international migrant can be defined as any person who changes his or her country of usual residence The origin j can be defined as (i) the country of birth, (ii) the country of citizenship, (iii) the country of last residence of the migrant I



I



I



I



These criteria partly overlap but do not coincide because of naturalisations and of repeated migration episodes The adoption of one of these criteria (often data-driven) presents some advantages and limitations Some dyadic determinants of migration costs, such as visa waivers, depend on citizenship. Linguistic proximity could depend more closely on the country of birth. Economic conditions in the country of last residence could shape the incentive to move. This type of measurement error contributes to departing from the iid assumption 21 / 35



The Empirical counterpart for the Log Odds



I



In RUM model, the logarithm of the odds of migrating to country k over staying in country j an be expressed as a linear function of the differential in the deterministic component of utility associated with the two countries



I



Ideally, the empirical counterpart of the log odds would be represented by the ratio between the gross flow of migrants from j to k observed on a certain time period over the number of individuals who remained in j throughout the period
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The Empirical counterpart for the Log Odds I



Numerator I



I



Gross flows have been used by Mayda (2010), Ortega and Peri (2013), Bertoli and Fernandez-Huertas Moraga (2013), McKenzie et al. (2014) and Bertoli et al. (2013a). The variations in migration stocks have been used by Beine et al., 2011a; Beine and Parsons,2015; Bertoli and Fernandez-Huertas Moraga, 2015 I



I



I



A limitation is that variations in stocks differ from growth flows as they are also influenced by return migration, migration to third countries, deaths and naturalisations mjkt is by definition non-negative but variations in stocks can take negative values. These negative values can be excluded from the sample, set to zero or added to the proxy for the flow from k to j



Stocks have been used by Grogger and Hanson (2011), Llull (2011) and Belot and Hatton (2012) I



This choice creates a tension with the underlying micro-foundation of the gravity equation, unless one assumes a frictionless world 23 / 35



The Empirical counterpart for the Log Odds



I



Denominator I I



I



Ideally, the number of stayers Size of population at origin (Bertoli and Fernandez-Huertas Moraga, 2015) Size of population at origin, restricted to certain age cohorts (Bertoli et al. 2013) I



I



I I



But this also includes immigrants..



Number of natives at origin (Beine and Parsons 2015) Superior alternative as it only includes stayers and returnees



Inclusion of origin-time dummies djt that control for the denominator of the dependent variable
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Multilateral resistance to migration I



Bertoli and Fernandez-Huertas Moraga (2013) define multilateral resistance to migration as the confounding influence that the attractiveness of alternative destinations exerts on the bilateral migration rate. I



I



I



They show that the effect of economic conditions at origin on migration rates is overestimated when the influence of alternative destinations is ignored. The reason is that economic conditions can be positively correlated between origins and alternative destinations, both over time and space. Given that migration policies tend to be coordinated among destination countries, for example within the Schengen area, it is not surprising that studies controlling for multilateral resistance to migration tend to find much larger policy effects than studies that do not control at all
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Multilateral resistance to migration



I



Different strategies to control for Ωjkt : I



I



I



I



Pesaran CCE estimator (Bertoli and Fernandez-Huertas Moraga 2013) (but it requires large panel and longitudinal dimension of the dataset) Origin-year dummies (Ortega and Peri 2013): control for the multilateral resistance that is induced by an heterogeneity in the preference for migration Origin-nest dummies (Bertoli and Fernandez-Huertas Moraga 2015): potential migrants are heterogeneous in their preferences towards subsets (nests) of destination Destination-year dummies (Beine and Parsons 2015): control for the dynamic resistance terms
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Estimation in logs or in levels I



Re pseudo-gravity model of migration derived from the underlying RUM model can be estimated using as the dependent variable either the level of the bilateral gross migration flow, or the empirical counterpart qj kt of the ratio of choice probabilities in (6).



I



In the latter case, the empirical equation is: qjkt = ln(φjkt ) + ln(Ykt ) − ln(Yjt ) + ln(



I



η jkt



)



(11)



η jjt η



Santos Silva and Tenreyro (2006) argue that ln( ηjkt ) will be a jjt function of the value of the regressors, thus making OLS estimates biased and inconsistent
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Estimation in logs or in levels



I



It calls for relying on the bilateral gross migration flows as the dependent variable, and estimating the model with Poisson pseudo-maximum likelihood (PPML)



I



This choice always requires including origin-time dummies among the regressors to control for the resistance term Ωjt and for the number of potential migrants sjt



I



But it is not possible to identify origin-time effects, such as the effect of income at origin...
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Presence of Zeros in the Data



I



Large presence of zeros in bilateral database (nil flows): biased OLS estimates



I



PPML instead of OLS: Santos Silva and Tenreyro (2011) have shown that this estimator performs well even in the presence of a large share of zeros in the data Heckman two-stage selection model (Beine et al. 2011):



I



I



Identification is improved by the availability of a variable that can be excluded from the second stage equation, but credible exclusion restrictions are hard to find with data that have a longitudinal dimension.
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Omitted variables and instrumentation



I



Omitted variables end up in the error term and can give rise to a correlation in the stochastic component of utility across destinations



I



Controlling for multilateral resistance to migration can make instrumentation unnecessary as long as the endogeneity problem is not due to reverse causality, or as long as the resistance terms capture a big part of the omitted factors.
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Omitted variables and instrumentation I



If not, instrumentation might be needed I



The search of a valid instrument is not trivial I I



I



Internal instruments (past bilateral flows) cannot be used because of the presence of serial correlation in the error term External instruments should be preferred (eg. past existence of bilateral guest worker programmes at destination as an instrument for networks in Beine et al. 2011)



Ideally, instrumentation in a Poisson regression set-up, which is not trivial I



I



Tenreyro (2007) proposes to combine PPML estimation and instrumentation using a GMM type of estimator (Beine et al. 2014) If multilateral resistance to migration is still an issue, the instrumentation procedure should ideally account for it, both in the first and in the second stage
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I



These models have been used to study the role of potential determinants of migration: I



The role of income I



I



credit constraints I



I



(Grogger and Hanson 2011, Mayda, 2010; Bertoli et al., 2013b; Bertoli and Fernandez-Huertas Moraga, 2013; Ortega and Peri, 2013; McKenzie et al., 2014) (...) (Vogler and Rotte, 2000; Clark et al., 2007; Pedersen et al., 2008; Mayda, 2010...) Inclusion of a squared term for GDP per capita at origin (inverted U-curve), or control for the incidence of poverty at origin



Expectations: I



Bertoli et al. (2013a) have recently provided econometric evidence on the highly significant role of expectations in driving bilateral migration flows to Germany between 2006 and 2012.
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I



Immigration Policies I



I



I



I



Early attempts have been provided by Clark et al. (2007), Mayda (2010) and Ortega and Peri (2013). An attempt to build measures of immigration policies that are comparable both between countries and over time is represented by the ongoing IMPALA project, which aims at building a database based on immigration laws in the 26 most important destination countries In the absence of satisfying measures on immigration, one can nevertheless make use of the panel dimension and include dkt fixed effects that control for the influence of general immigration policies, as in Beine et al. (2011a), Bertoli and Fernandez-Huertas Moraga (2015) and Beine and Parsons (2015).



Environmental Factors
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I



Networks I



a 10 per cent increase in the bilateral migration stock leads to a 4 per cent increase in the bilateral migration flow over the next ten years (7 per cent for OECD destinations) (Beine et al., 2011a; Beine and Parsons, 2015; Bertoli and Fernandez-Huertas Moraga, 2015)



I



Linguistic and Cultural Proximity



I



(...)
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